MOTIONS:
Article 3 (drug and alcohol testing)
Section 3.05: Remains unchanged; (status quo) PN/JA 6-1 (JW opposed)
Section 3.07: Accept special magistrate’s recommendation, therefore remains unchanged; (status quo) PN/JA 6-1 (JW opposed)
Article 10 (individual rights)
Section 10.05 Remains unchanged; (status quo) PN/JA 4-3 (AK, JW, JH opposed)
Article 11 (temporary assignment to higher classification)
Section 11.01: Accept county manager’s recommendation which included the word “solely” before “. . .to avoid paying Firefighter monies . . .” PN/JA 4-3 (AK, CP, JW opposed)
Article 12 (seniority)
Section 12.01: Previously resolved; no action necessary
Article 17 (training)
Section 17.05: Previously resolved; no action necessary
Article 18 (shift changes): Previously resolved; no action necessary
Article 20 (management rights): Previously resolved; no action necessary
Article 28 (safety and health)
Section 28.05: Remains unchanged; (status quo) PN/JA 4-3 (AK, JW, CP opposed)
Section 28.06: Accept the special magistrate’s recommendation, therefore remains unchanged; (status quo) JA/PN 7-0
Article 29 (insurance): Previously resolved; no action necessary
Article 30 (wages)
There is no 2% COLA, retro pay, or merit pay JA/JH 4-3 (AK, JW, CP opposed)
Article 31 (special assignments and teams)
Section 31.14: Accept the special magistrate’s recommendation, therefore remains unchanged; (status quo) JA/JH 7-0
Section 31.20: Accept the special magistrate’s recommendation, therefore remains unchanged; (status quo) JA/JH 6-1 (JW opposed)
Article 34 (time off for voting): Accept the special magistrate’s recommendation, therefore remains unchanged; (status quo) JA/JH 6-1 (JW opposed)